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Introduction

More Light
── Innovation That Regenerates the World

Humanityʼs constant technological innovations

the 1960s. In 2019, we built upon our earlier

have created a prosperous world, but have also

contributions to the advancement of optical

caused various distortions. Human economic

fiber and transmission processing technology

development has damaged the environment,

with the invention of the worldʼs first optical

industrial production has consumed resources,

transistor, which realizes high speed and low

and the emergence and development of infor-

power consumption at the same time. This

mation and communication technology (ICT)

innovation sparked a new vision that we are

has led to more power consumption and great-

determined to realize. We call it the Innovative

er environmental impact. A plethora of other

and Optical Wireless Network (IOWN)̶if we

social issues are worsening year after year.

can create an optical-based network, we may

At NTT, we believe that addressing these

achieve a whole new kind of information pro-

problems will require more innovation in order

cessing.

to create a sustainable society. We will need

Since unveiling the IOWN vision in 2019, we

to move away from a human-centered world-

have been making steady progress toward its

view, mindful that we perceive only a fraction

realization by the year 2030. Various pilot proj-

of the world, and non-human species such

ects tailored to different contexts are underway,

as bats and dolphins see the world differently

and IOWN is on the cusp of spreading to places

from us. Without grasping how they perceive

including offices and commercial spaces, social

the world̶their Umwelt̶we will not be able

infrastructure and outer space. We will work

to create a sustainable world that respects

toward new innovations that transcend current

non-human species. In order to understand um-

limitations, toward a new world where humanity

welts beyond the limits of human cognition, we

and nature are in harmony. IOWN will not only

need new infrastructure that can process vast

realize the dream of a rich future, but will help

amounts of information.

to regenerate the world by breaking through

We see the potential for breakthrough innova-

the fakes and superstitions that cloud modern

tion in the field of optical technology, which we

society to illuminate the truth.

have been researching and developing since
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WHY

IOWN was conceived as a way to innovate
towards a sustainable society in the face of
various societal challenges. The amount of
electricity consumed by IT devices is currently exploding, and is expected to increase
12-fold from 2006 to 2050(*). Aiming to
harmonize with the planet, IOWN will enable
networks and computing systems with significantly lower environmental footprints by
creating infrastructure that utilizes optical
communication in addition to conventional
electronic communication.

* Source: METI, “Green IT Initiative” 2007

WHAT

What will IOWN make possible?

IOWN will process information using optical
technology, which until now has been used
only for long-distance transmission of information, thereby realizing the All-Photonics
Network (APN) and Disaggregated Computing. This innovation in the realm of networks
and computing will result in an entirely new
information infrastructure that increases energy efficiency by a factor of 100, transmission capacity by a factor of 125, and reduces
end-to-end latency by a factor of 200.

Where will IOWN be used?
IOWN will be utilized for an extremely wide
range of applications. Ultra-high-speed,
high-capacity networks will not only connect
major cities, but blanket the entire globe,
including areas such as the sky and the sea
where communication has been difficult
in the past. Furthermore, the network will
expand to outer space through the use of
low earth orbit satellites. IOWN will change
the way we communicate in every industry,
including urban development, agriculture,
and mobility.

IOWN is intended to spark unprecedented innovations to create
a sustainable society. Let's take a look at the stakeholders
involved and how our society will change in the future based on
the why, what, where, who, when and how of IOWN.

WHERE

How Will IOWN Change
Our Society?

Why do we need IOWN?
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WHO

Who is developing IOWN?

WHEN

NTT Group cannot realize IOWN alone. The IOWN Global
Forum was launched in 2020 and includes 93 companies
and organizations (as of March 2022). The forum brings
together players from multiple industries to discuss the
development and utilization of IOWN. In addition, we are
pursuing co-creation with a wide variety of partners in
numerous fields, including Fujitsu in the development of
photonics-electronics convergence technology, and JAXA
and SKY Perfect JSAT in activities in outer space.

When will IOWN be achieved?
Our IOWN R&D roadmap envisions widespread adoption by
around 2030. In particular, we have defined five generations
of photonics-electronics convergence technology. This technology integrates photonic signal processing and electronic
signal processing and is the key to achieving IOWN. Currently, the second generation is under development, with the third
generation expected to be achieved by 2025 and the fourth
to fifth generations by 2030. The IOWN Global Forum also released a white paper in 2020 and six technical documents in
2022, and basic research and commercial development are
already underway in various fields.

HOW

How will IOWN change the world?
As we develop IOWN as a foundational technology for future
society, we are also working to explore and demonstrate its applications for various services. From 4D Digital Platform® for smart
cities and Space Integrated Computing Network that expands
ICT infrastructure to extraterrestrial space, to the creation of new
entertainment experiences with near zero-latency communication; advanced security using quantum technology, to genome
editing of seaweed and fish that leads to lower CO2 levels in the
ocean, thereby reducing environmental impact̶IOWN is beginning to be used to create new services in a wide range of fields.
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From Vision
to Reality──The New World
IOWN Illuminates
Technology for Understanding Umwelts
We believe innovation is essential in order to
achieve a sustainable society amid the growing
threats of climate change, new infectious diseases, and resource depletion. That means we
must develop technologies that not only work for
humans, as we have done in the past, but also approach the entirety of biodiversity and the planet
as a single ecosystem. Viewing the wide diversity
of species as a holistic system means we must
link together different umwelts. By understanding
how insects, reptiles, fish, viruses, and various
other beings perceive the world, we will be able to
incorporate knowledge and information that was
impossible to grasp before.
There are two challenges in linking umwelts.
The first is to understand non-human umwelts.
Although humans have developed technologies
by learning from the natural environment, plants,
and animals, there are still countless other umwelts that we have yet to approach. For example,
human society could benefit greatly from knowing

how viruses mutate. We need a much deeper and
broader understanding of both living and nonliving
worlds if we are to understand the whole planet as
a single ecosystem.
Secondly, we need to develop technological infrastructure that is capable of linking umwelts. Learning from myriad umwelts will entail processing
an enormous amount of information, far greater
than anything we have previously attempted.
After decades of advancements in networking
and computing technologies, we are said to be
approaching the limits of Mooreʼs Law, which
promises performance improvements driven by
the miniaturization of semiconductor chips. We
cannot continue the same approach to technology development as before. With the amount of
information transmitted across the internet expected to increase by 190-fold between 2006 and
2025(*1), and the amount of power consumed by
digital devices in Japan by five-fold(*2), we need to
establish new technological infrastructure based
on completely different ways of thinking, both for
more advanced information processing and for

Humanity confronts threats including infectious diseases and
climate change that grow more severe year after year. IOWN is
designed as a technological platform that can help us overcome
various dilemmas, such as the tradeoffs between economic
growth and environmental protection, or ICT development and
power consumption. Today, this technology is on the brink of
moving from vision to reality, with the goal of creating a world
where nature and humankind can exist in harmony.
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the creation of a society that is in harmony with the
environment.
We are developing IOWN to solve these challenges and enable sustainable technological innovation. By expanding the use of optical technology
for not only transmission but also processing of
information, IOWN is expected to achieve extraordinary improvements in processing capacity and
environmental footprint reduction. Information
processing infrastructure has historically been
based on electricity, but in the future envisioned
by IOWN, light will take center stage. The IOWN
vision that emerged from the invention of a highspeed and energy-efficient optical transistor by
NTT Laboratories is now shared by the entire NTT
Group, and across the entire world.

Innovations born from IOWN
IOWN consists of three core technological components: the All-Photonics Network (APN) that is
built on optical technology, Digital Twin Computing (DTC) that enables real-time interaction between objects and people in cyberspace, and the
Cognitive Foundation (CF) that efficiently deploys
these and other ICT resources. Many innovations
are also expected to emerge in the research & development process for these three core technical
fields.
This report introduces various innovative research
& development currently underway. In the field
of networks, these technologies include optical
access network design theory based on concat*1 Source: METI, “Green IT Initiative” 2007
*2 Source: METI, “Green IT Promotion Council” 2008

enated loop topology (p. 28), Distance Zero, Van
Atter Array Antenna Technology for 5G Evolution,
and Wired-and-Wireless Convergence Network
Technology (p. 29); in the field of computing,
Memory-Centric Architecture (p.15); in the field
of security, Security Transparency Assurance
Technology (p.34) and Secure Optical Transport
Network (p.19); and in the field of infrastructure,
Cradio®, a multi-radio proactive control technology
(p. 20) and large-scale 3D spatial information processing technology (p. 18) in the field of infrastructure. Information processing technologies such
as infinite clustering technology and new user interfaces for the IOWN era are also under development. Furthermore, we are working on expanding
networks to space through the Space Integrated
Computing Network (p. 21), and on planetary
and extra-terrestrial energy technologies such as
Lightning Control (p. 22) and Space Solar Power
Systems (p. 22). In September 2021, the entire
NTT Group established a new environmental energy vision, “NTT Green Innovation toward 2040” (p.
22). Other initiatives are underway in a wide range
of areas.
In addition to these core technologies, we are
also hard at work testing technologies in the field
to realize more concrete services and products,
with a number of initiatives making progress in
FY2021. We worked on development of cloud
gaming with low-latency connections for eSports
using low-latency connections and demonstrated
remote real-life sports viewing experience using
Ultra-realistic Communication Technology and
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low-latency connections. Such experiments are in
response to the increased importance of remote
communication in post-pandemic society, and
show how seamless connections between multiple remote locations, online and offline, can create
more comfortable and rich communication. Low
latency, ultra-high-speed, high-capacity networks
will be implemented first in the entertainment
field, and in a wider range of areas after 2023 including telemedicine, optimization of road traffic
and driving support for connected cars.
In offline environments, the Urban DTC® (p. 18)
demonstration experiment is underway at the Urbannet Nagoya Nexta Building (p. 18), a next-generation office opened in February 2022, which utilizes data on buildings, urban spaces, and human
behavior to provide a comfortable experience.
Rather than be limited to a few locations, these
initiatives will continue to be optimized as they
are rolled out to new areas and buildings. Implementation in smart cities and smart buildings in
various regions is expected after 2023. In addition
to creating new experiences, we are also working
on commercial application of technologies that
support safe and secure infrastructure maintenance and repair, such as joint management of
underground structures using high-precision 3D

spatial information.
NTT has positioned 2021 to 2022 as a phase for
field demonstrations of various potential uses of
IOWN in society. This is followed by two more
phases: 2023-2025 and 2026-2030. In the next
phase, we will offer advanced services to users
who request them, and plan to demonstrate new
services such as optimization of road traffic using
digital twins on the 4D Digital Platform® and secure cryptographic communication for the era of
quantum computing at the Osaka-Kansai Expo in
2025. In the third phase, we plan to introduce technologies in specific applications and areas, and
anticipate the spread of services to an even wider
range of areas through the realization of photonics-electronics convergence devices.

Research and Development Supported by
Various Specialties
Since its beginnings in 2019, the IOWN vision has
led to innovations in a range of areas as it steadily
moves toward implementation. In order to accelerate progress, various teams are hard at work on
research and development.
One of the most prominent teams is the IOWN
Global Forum, launched in January 2020 togeth-
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er with Intel and Sony. This collaborative forum
brings together companies and institutions
around the world to discuss technology development and use cases. In addition, we launched the
NTT IOWN Integrated Innovation Center in July
2021 to strengthen R&D capabilities. In order to
transcend the boundaries between technological
fields and realize a flexible and integrated R&D
process, this center is also promoting collaboration with many domestic and foreign companies.
Furthermore, in October 2021, we launched the
Institute for Fundamental Mathematics to further
strengthen R&D with an eye towards the world
beyond IOWN. We welcomed Masato Wakayama,
a leading Japanese expert in fundamental math-

ematics, as its principal and plan to take on the
challenge of constructing super-quantum computation theories and brain-inspired computing
models for the post-quantum era.
Realizing the IOWN vision is not simply about
replacing electricity with light as the foundation
for networking and computing. It means establishing a new view of technology, seeking a new
way of communication, rethinking the relationship
between humans and nature, and advancing into
unprecedented spatial and informational realms.
This is not a far-fetched fantasy. This new landscape is about to emerge into reality before our
eyes.

Legend

IOWN Rollout Plan

FY

2021– 22

electronics convergence devices (Establishment of
NTT Electronics Cross Technologies Corp.)

Rollout Plan
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The Potential of
Light
to Support
the Society of
Tomorrow

From electricity to light̶we are tirelessly
pursuing R&D of photonics-electronics
convergence technology. This technology is
essential to IOWN, enabling new information
infrastructure that transcends the limitations
of conventional technologies. How will light
illuminate the society of tomorrow?

Revolutionary Photonics-Electronics Convergence Technology
As the name “Innovative Optical and Wireless Network” suggests, IOWN is an optical network. Optical information transmission has hitherto been
employed mainly in the form of optical fibers that
connect long distances in information and communication infrastructures. On the other hand,
electrical connections that are used for communication within circuit boards and between large
scale integrated circuits (LSI) have a significant
disadvantage in terms of energy consumption as
transmission loss grows alongside increased data
speed and transmission distance. It is estimated
that the power consumption of information and
telecommunications devices will increase at an
accelerating rate as data processing increases
with the expansion of IoT and AI use. If traffic continues to grow and the performance of devices

does not change, the power consumption of ICT
devices in Japan is predicted to nearly double
in the decade until 2030. Furthermore, as data
processing is consolidated at large-scale data
centers, the power consumed at data centers
will increase at an accelerating rate. Some estimates suggest that data centers constituted 1%
of Japanʼs annual power consumption in 2015. It
is critical to reduce power consumption for data
processing and transmission.
IOWN will realize ultra-high capacity, ultra-high
speed, and energy efficient communication infrastructure by introducing optical information transmission on smaller scales, between servers at
data centers, on circuit boards that connect computers to networks, and on chips and semiconductors inside them. To implement optical technology
for shorter-distance communications, devices
that manipulate light must be dramatically scaled
down and made more economical and high-per-
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formance. To this end, we are working to establish
photonics-electronics convergence technology
that integrates light and electricity processing
capabilities into a single device and enables more
efficient operation.
Photonics-electronics convergence achieves
increased speed and efficiency despite smaller
size and lower power consumption. The more
integrated photonics-electronics circuits become,
the wider the range of applications̶enhanced
optical transmitter/receiver units can be placed
not only in optical interfaces in networks but also
eventually within chips. In the future, photonics-electronics convergence technology will be
used for the All-Photonics Network and Disaggregated Computing, which is expected to allow
groundbreaking improvements, such as a 100fold increase in energy efficiency, 125-fold improvement in transmission capacity, and 200-fold
reduction in end-to-end latency.

Silicon Photonics Enable Revolutionary
Devices
In order to develop photonics-electronics convergence technology, optical interfaces in networks
need to be smaller, consume less power, and
transmit at higher speeds. As such, we are work-

ing on the development of optical transmitter/
receiver modules using silicon photonics. By integrating small optical transmitters and receiver circuits that can convert between light and electricity
on silicon chips and co-packaging them with
analog electronic circuits such as electronic amplifiers, we can create optical transmitter/receiver
modules. By applying this technology to digital coherent optical modules, it is possible to realize an
extraordinary miniaturization of optical transceivers. Digital coherent technology is a transmission
method combining digital signal processing and
coherent reception, which receives the amplitude
and phase of light by interposing the received
optical signal and a light source placed at the receiving end. This modulation method that relies on
optical polarization multiplexing and amplitude/
phase not only enables more efficient utilization of
frequencies, but also significantly more sensitive
reception through highly accurate optical signal
distortion compensation and coherent reception
using digital signal processing. We are pursuing
development of this technology, which we refer
to as Coherent Optical SubAssembly, or COSA.
Moreover, silicon photonics leverages microfabrication technology honed through development of
LSI technology to create a technology that utilizes
transparent silicon as a platform for photonic inte-
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grated circuits in the communication wavelength
band (1.3 to 1.5 μm). Among its unique characteristics, silicon photonics can integrate not only
optical circuits but also modulators and germanium photo detectors (mechanisms that apply photoelectric effects to transform light into electronic
signals and detect light). We have pursued R&D in
this field since the early 2000s, studying various
underlying technologies. Optical devices in optical
transceivers have conventionally used different
materials interconnected by optical fibers and
spatial optics, but we have successfully realized a
set of key optical devices using silicon photonics
and integrated them on a single chip. By packaging such a silicon photonics chip together with
electronic circuits, we can produce ultra-compact
optical devices.

Roadmap Spanning Five Generations
In order to promote early commercialization
during the process of developing photonics-electronics convergence technology, we have created
a roadmap that spans five generations of technology. After the first generation of development of
devices using COSA, we are now developing the
second generation, with co-packaging of COSA
and Digital Signal Processor (DSP) technologies
that were previously separate components. We
expect to be able to offer a compact, power-saving
and high-performance unit for optical communications by co-packaging COSA with a DSP-LSI for
digital coherent optical communication (an electronic circuit that performs arithmetic processing
of transmitted and received signals) by 2023.

We have set three more phases for the future development of photonics-electronics convergence
technology. In the upcoming third generation,
we aim to achieve optical transmission on circuit
boards. In the fourth generation, we will delve
further into the interior of devices to realize optical
transmission between packages, which will require optical connections over distances as short
as one centimeter. The final, fifth generation entails producing devices with a mixture of electrical
and optical transmission paths within chips, by
achieving optical transmission on microchips over
distances less than one centimeter.
The separation of these different phases reflects
how a technological jump must be achieved at
each transition. For example, the gap between the
third and the fourth generation must be bridged
with new device manufacturing processes. We
already have the technology to mount photonics-electronics modules on circuit boards up to
the third generation, but the fourth generation
requires the formation of compound semiconductors with light-emitting elements and light-detecting elements on a silicon substrate. Since silicon
and compound semiconductors have different
properties, there is a risk of semiconductor defects occurring during the manufacturing process.
Although some of the technical issues have been
resolved, it will be necessary to improve reliability
and examine manufacturing methods for practical
mass production.
One further leap is necessary to complete photonics-electronics convergence. While the progress
from the first through third generations involves
substituting optical communication for electronic
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and measures, we will be able to achieve device
manufacturing within a single group. In addition,
the two companies aim to provide a wide range
of products for the 5G evolution era, by working
together to develop ultra-fast, compact, and lowcost photonics-electronics convergence devices
and architectures for base stations.
Even if photonics-electronics convergence is realized, society will not be transformed through logic
and technology alone. Technology that changes
society requires not only mastery of logic design,
assembly design, and manufacturing, but also
consideration of the use cases and potential services it enables. Only then will IOWN become a
new information communications infrastructure.
Through co-creation with our partners, we are not
only gaining the capacity to manufacture photonics-electronics convergence devices in our group,
but also hope to expand the possibilities of use
cases through the IOWN Global Forum and other
venues for co-creation with various companies.
We will continue our R&D efforts together with
many partners to realize the ultimate ideal form
and offer an innovative information and communication platform.

communication on gradually smaller scales, the
fourth generation entails the use of photonics for
certain processing tasks within computers. As
technological development progresses in a number of areas toward the realization of the IOWN
vision, we will have to push conventional boundaries in order to achieve photonic-electronic convergence.

Co-creation that Promotes Photonics-Electronics Convergence
Since the development of photonics-electronics
convergence requires a variety of specialized
technologies, collaboration with various partners is crucial, especially in the development
of actual production-ready devices. As such, in
order to establish a mass production system for
photonics-electronics convergence devices, we
formed a strategic business alliance with Fujitsu
and founded a new company called NTT Electronics Cross Technologies in 2021. By dividing
the development of photonics-electronics convergence technology between roles such as logic
design and manufacturing, and assembly design

Roadmap for Photonics-Electronics Convergence
First Generation
100G/200G Commercialized

PEC for relay devices(*)
(DSP and COSA in separate package)

Second Generation
Commercialized

2023

PEC for pluggable transceivers
Gen 2.1
DSP and COSA
in separate package
COSA

DSP

Third Generation

Fourth Generation

2024〜2025

2026〜

Board connection PEC
(IMDD, Dedicated package)

Chip connection PEC
(IMDD, inside CMOS package)

Gen 2.2
DSP and COSA
in same package
COSA
+DSP

Board

Control/signal processing ASIC
Optical fiber
*PEC…Photonics-Electronics Convergence

PEC for pluggable transceivers:
This easily attachable device for converting between
optical and electronic signals can be connected to
electronic devices such as computers and routers in
order to send and receive optical signals. By developing
technology for the Coherent Optical Sub-Assemblies
(COSA) and digital coherent DSP, achieves higher
speeds, miniaturization, and lower power consumption
compared to earlier generations.

SiPH

Analog IC

“Optical engine”

Fifth Generation

Board connection PEC:
Photonics-electronics convergence module that can
manage some electronic transmissions within circuit
boards in network switch devices using optical signals.
Placement around LSIs can address the problems
associated with high-speed electronic transmission of
large amounts of data through circuits, such as energy
loss and excessive heat, thereby enabling low power
consumption.

Fiberless PEC (Chip & board,
inside chip, all optical waveguides)
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Towards New
Infrastructure
that Surpasses Limits
From electricity to light̶we are tirelessly
pursuing R&D of photonics-electronics
convergence technology. This technology is
essential to IOWN, enabling new information
infrastructure that transcends the limitations
of conventional technologies. How will light
illuminate the society of tomorrow?

Networks That Offer New Experiences
IOWNʼs information and communication infrastructure is based on the photonics-electronics
convergence technology described in the previous section. This domain will be supported by the
All-Photonics Network (APN) and Disaggregated
Computing (DC). What kind of changes will these
two infrastructures bring?
To begin, we are developing APN as the “infrastructure of infrastructures” that will tie together
various ICT infrastructures in the era of DX/digital
circulation. To this end, APN aims to construct a
shared ultra-high speed optical and wireless network that connects not only telecommunications
hubs but also user facilities and data centers with
end-to-end broadband optical networks and wireless access that anyone can use.
We have set three development stages for APN
until 2030. In the first stage, from 2021 to 2022,

we have pursued high-capacity optical transmission paths with transmission speeds of several
hundred Gbps, as well as post-quantum cryptography communications; from 2023 to 2025, we will
make it possible to expand the network to several
hundred locations, realize highly accurate timestamp distribution, and develop devices including
APN-specific optical transceivers and near-chip
optical transceivers; from 2026 to 2030, we will
provide on-demand networks with transmission
speed of up to 1Tbps, realize technologies such as
remote optical path-switching nodes and Wiredand-Wireless Convergence Network Technology,
as well as optical multiprocessors that combine
processors and optical transceivers.
In addition to the development of fundamental
technologies, various technologies have been
demonstrated in recent years to realize APN. For
example, in FY2021, we demonstrated Layer-1
communication-path delay-adjustment technolo-
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gy that revolutionizes gaming UX, ultra-low latency
video transmission technology for uncompressed
8K120p video, and optical transport network technology utilizing next-gen highly secure cryptography.
Firstly, our Layer-1 communication-path delay-adjustment technology that revolutionizes gaming
UX, announced in November 2021, enables a
multi-venue eSport UX similar to that of a single
venue. Until now, when players participate from
different locations, network latency varies based
on the participating locations, resulting in unfair
competition and making it particularly difficult
to remotely hold professional-level eSports tournaments. In order to contribute to the further
development of eSports and to adapt to the need
for remote communication after the COVID pandemic, we have developed an APN demonstration
environment that can dynamically provide optical
transmission paths between locations on usersʼ
demand, with high capacity exceeding 100Gbps
per wavelength, low latency approaching physical
limits, and zero latency fluctuation. As a result,
it is now possible to adjust latency with microsecond precision, which should enable not only
fair gameplay at the professional level, but also
remote play-by-play and spectating with an extraordinary sense of realism by connecting via this
network. Optical transport network technology
utilizing next-gen highly secure cryptography
technology, also announced in November, will
guarantee secure encryption technology resistant
even to quantum computers. It is expected to
add advanced security functions to APN through
next-generation highly secure cryptography, separation of cryptographic functions, and enhanced
security risk countermeasures.
Announced in February 2022, our ultra-low latency video transmission technology for uncompressed 8K120p video enables long-distance and
low latency transmission of uncompressed video
data of ultra-high definition television standards,
which has been difficult to transmit over long
distances using existing IP network services. The
technology allows transmission of uncompressed
8K120p video data with less than 1ms latency
from video input at the transmitting end to video
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output at the receiving end (when fiber propagation latency is negligibly small) under the video
transmission standard for broadcast program materials set by Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers (SMPTE). This is the worldʼs first
such technology, and it is expected to make possible widespread video communication regardless
of distance.
Such low-latency multi-point networks have applications in a variety of scenarios. Indeed, in March
2022, we held a demonstration of a real-time remote concert connecting two venues in Tokyo at
Bunkamura Orchard Hall and the NTT InterCommunication Center (ICC), in the first such event
in Japan. In another experimental philharmonic
performance held the same month, performers
commented that they did not feel any delay in the
images, and that it was easy to perform because
they could check images from multiple locations
at the same time. In the post-pandemic world,
where remote work and distributed events have
become commonplace, APN may help us create
more natural communication and entertainment
experiences.

A Paradigm Shift in Computing
In order to make the most of technologies such
as APN, functions that have been handled by dedicated devices such as routers and mobile base
stations need to be achieved through powerful
computing hardware and software. However, to
achieve the processing power required for IOWN
with conventional computing architecture, a
large number of computers would be needed and
power consumption would increase dramatically.

Innovation in the computing domain is necessary
for adoption of IOWN throughout society.
The solution we have proposed for this problem
is the concept of Disaggregated Computing. The
conventional premise in the computing field was
to connect boxed computers through networks.
Disaggregated Computing will directly connect
components such as CPU and memory with optical connections, thereby enabling us to treat racks
and data centers as single, large computers. By
revolutionizing the physical configuration (hardware architecture), logical configuration (software
architecture), and control methods, we will maximize the potential of light to achieve high-speed,
low-power, and low-loss performance that far surpasses that of conventional computing.
First, in terms of physical configuration, we are
developing a configuration that immediately converts electrical output from large-scale integrated
circuits (LSI) into optical signals by mounting a
high-density, wide-bandwidth, low-power-consumption compact photonics-electronics convergence device directly adjacent to the LSI. With
conventional electrical connections, there has
been concern that power consumption will increase as the information transmission distance
increases, but instant conversion to optical information makes it possible to achieve a low power
consumption and more flexible computing.
Next, in terms of logical configuration, it has been
common to control all data transfers with a central
CPU, but the improvement rate of CPU cores has
been slowing down in recent years as Mooreʼs law
reaches its limits. On the other hand, nonvolatile
memory (high-speed storage) and accelerators
such as field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs)
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and graphics processing units (GPUs) are evolving
rapidly, which in turn makes it increasingly important to create new software processing models
that can maximize performance of various accelerators. In considering a software processing
model that combines a wide variety of hardware,
we focused on the main memory where the accelerator starts processing. We are now developing
a memory-centric architecture, in which data is
exchanged via memory rather than the CPU when
the accelerator is engaged.
In order to take advantage of a disaggregated
computer with such a physical and logical configuration, it is important to install and control
software that maximizes the use of this architecture. To this end, we are developing power-aware
dynamic allocation-control technology that aims
to optimally utilize computing resources such as
CPUs and various accelerators based on their
software characteristics. Furthermore, all hardware to date has been designed on the premise
of a constant, stable power supply, making it
difficult to take advantage of unstable renewable
energy sources. We are also working on the development of green-energy-based server-platform
technology that controls each device individually
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by analyzing and estimating the power consumed
by the server. By pursuing not only performance
and cost, but also power efficiency and renewable
energy utilization, disaggregated computers will
become the infrastructure that supports IOWN.
This method of separating hardware and software
is said to make possible large cost reductions and
flexible network configurations, and is expected to
be used in the infrastructure networks of data centers that require running of a wide variety of applications, and in carrier relay networks that require
high-speed, large-capacity communications. We
are developing an ultra-strong general-purpose
WhiteBOX device for commercialization in 20262030, aiming to achieve the optical backplane for
these devices by 2023-2025, after demonstrating
the basis for commercial technology in 20212022. As we have seen, both APN and Disaggregated Computing are already under development
with an eye toward commercialization and services. There is often a gap between basic research
and commercial development, but we are trying to
narrow this gap through co-creation with a wide
variety of partners. The IOWN infrastructure that
will power next-generation society is already beginning to spread.

What is Disaggregated Computing?

Internal Connection
High-speed and Low Latency

Internal Connection
Optically Scaled Up

TCP/IP Communication for Inter-server Connection
High Processing Latency and Load

Rack-scale, Not Box-Scale Computers
Unique Control Method and Physical and Logical Configuration
That Utilizes its Scale
Physical Configuration

(a) Conventional Server-oriented Architecture

Logical Configuration

Deployment Configuration

(b) Disaggregated Computing
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1_ Secure & Convenient Information Distribution for the Data Society
Next-generation Data Hubs

2_ Future Prediction by Connecting People, Things, and Events in Real Time
4D Digital Platform®

3_ Creating New Security Mechanisms for the Quantum Age
S e c u re O p t i c a l Tra n s p o r t N e t w o r k

4_ Networks that Connect Society “Naturally” Beyond Limits
5 G E v o l u t i o n / 6 G W i r e l e s s Te c h n o l o g y

5_ Networks that Seamlessly Connect Land, Sea, Air and Space
Space Integrated Computing Network

Five Value Domains
Created by
IOWN
What value will IOWN unleash through the photonics-electronics
convergence technology introduced so far, and the new infrastructure it
will enable? From digital infrastructure that will change the way cities are
built to networks that link together land, sea, air, and even outer space̶
this section introduces the five areas of value being pursued as part of
IOWN and some of the technologies that will pave the way.
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1_

Secure & Convenient Information Distribution for the Data Society
Next-generation Data Hubs

With the spread of IoT devices and the development
of communication networks, the amount of data
circulating around the world continues to increase,
while its use in various areas will increase with the
development of AI and other technologies. However, there are still challenges to overcome in order
to realize a society that can utilize data beyond
the boundaries of industries and companies. For
example, the current data processing architecture
is reaching its limits, and as the volume and types
of data increase in the future, traditional storage
and networks will be overwhelmed and difficult to
manage. In addition, cross-industry data utilization is
hindered today by the lack of technical mechanisms
to prevent secondary distribution or use for unintended purposes.
To solve these issues, we are engaged in the research and development of next-generation data
hubs. Next-generation data hubs are data distribution infrastructure that enable users to quickly and
efficiently obtain and utilize necessary data from

data sources that are widely distributed in multiple
locations, while maintaining providersʼ governance
of data. This system is designed to facilitate secure
and convenient utilization of data across corporate
or organizational boundaries, and is composed of
three technologies: virtual data lake, data broker,
and data sandbox.
The virtual data lake enables efficient search and
retrieval of unevenly distributed data by virtually
integrating data from multiple companies and assembling metadata rather than the data itself. Data
broker enables low latency and highly reliable data
transmission to and from large numbers of devices
by rethinking protocols for transmitting data to and
from devices and improving state management
algorithms, while data sandboxes enable data and
algorithms to be shared across companies while
maintaining mutual confidentiality. By creating such
a secure and streamlined environment, next-generation data hubs will not only store and connect data,
but also accelerate the utilization of data in society.

CASE STUDY: Comprehensive Collaborative Agreement with ITER(*)
In May 2020, we signed a comprehensive collaboration agreement with the ITER
project, which aims to construct the first experimental nuclear fusion reactor, and
are contributing to the creation of innovative environmental energy technologies.
NTT Group will continue to play a role as a comprehensive ICT player capable of
providing full-stack, full-lifecycle services globally, and is supplying advanced ICT
including next-generation data hubs to establish this new technology.
* International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor
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2_

Future Prediction by Connecting People, Things, and Events in Real Time
4D Digital Platform®

The 4D Digital Platform® is infrastructure that collects a variety of sensing data on people, objects,
and things in real time, matching and integrating the
four-dimensional information of latitude, longitude,
altitude, and timestamp with high accuracy, and enabling data fusion and future prediction with various
industrial infrastructures.
In a society where physical space and cyberspace
merge, as in Society 5.0, it will be possible to gather
data from various situations and integrate, analyze,
and utilize it in digital space. However, the potential
applications of integrated data will be limited if the
location and timestamp do not precisely match. Especially in areas that require a high level of reliability,
such as mobility and medical care, the slightest
discrepancy could be fatal. It will be necessary to
develop an information platform with precise 4-dimensional information.
By integrating the Mobile Mapping System (MMS)
and other advanced 3D spatial information with
existing map data, as well as utilizing Smart Satellite

Selection®, which improves positioning and time
synchronization accuracy in urban areas, we will
be able to collect highly accurate location and time
data. This is then combined with AI to achieve advanced future predictions.
The 4D Digital Platform® provides value through
optimization of road traffic and other urban assets,
maintenance of social infrastructure, and a more
fine-grained understanding of the natural environment. In urban areas, we are currently conducting
pilot projects of Urban DTC®, a technology that utilizes a digital twin of the city based on the 4D Digital
Platform®. This platform will provide more comfortable, human-centric commercial and office space
by providing individually-optimized service based
on data on health, interests, preferences, and other
attributes, as well as the movement of people and
goods. The 4D Digital Platform® leads the way to
a future where people, vehicles, and infrastructure
interact in harmony.

CASE STUDY: Pilot Project of Urban DTC®
Urban DTC® is already being rolled out, led by the development of the next-generation office Urbannet Nagoya Nexta Building, which opened in February 2022,
and the AI-based air conditioning implemented at JR Shinjuku Miraina Tower in the
summer of 2021. Along with visualizing and optimizing office environments with 5G
and IoT sensors, we are contributing to reducing food loss and achieving carbon
neutrality as well.
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3_

Creating New Security Mechanisms for the Quantum Age
S e c u re O p t i c a l Tra n s p o r t N e t w o r k

In considering next-generation communication
infrastructure, it will be necessary to update how
we think about security. This is because extremely
advanced computers such as quantum computers
may make the conventional cryptographic technologies that support our security today obsolete.
We are working on R&D of secure optical transport
networks that can protect networks even against
quantum computers.
The key to making this possible is the use of quantum technology and countermeasures against new
attackers at the architectural design level. For the
former, we are working on two types of key cryptography and delivery mechanisms: quantum key
delivery (QKD) and post-quantum cryptography key
delivery(PQC or PQKD). QKD utilizes quantum characteristics to detect eavesdropping by a third party
and enables the sharing of secret keys between two
parties. PQC enables secure encryption by utilizing
a problem that is considered difficult to crack even
with a quantum computer. Many of these quantum

technologies that will be the building blocks of
next-generation security are currently being standardized.
We are steadily progressing in the field of architectural design as well. In recent years, zero trust networks have become prevalent, because even closed
networks are not to be trusted and attackers should
be anticipated on any network. Countermeasures
are possible against attackers who physically connect to optical fiber and intercept communications
on telecommunications carrier networks, such as
OTNsec, a protocol that protects Layer 1 (physical
layer), and MACsec, a protocol that protects Layer 2
(data link layer). By implementing encryption at lower layers, we may add security without interfering
with the low latency of IOWN and the All-Photonics
Network.

CASE STUDY: Achieving high-security, high-capacity, low-latency optical transmission
In November 2021, NTT succeeded in transmitting uncompressed 8K video using
post-quantum crypotography, demonstrating the potential for high-capacity, low-latency transmission while maintaining a high degree of security. Besides seeking to
achieve social implementation, we are currently pursuing development of technology that can maintain long-term security for the component technologies of IOWN
where cryptographic technology is used.
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4_

Networks that Connect Society “Naturally” Beyond Limits
5 G E v o l u t i o n / 6 G W i r e l e s s Te c h n o l o g y

IOWN will support the next generation of communication systems referred to as 5G evolution and 6G,
but what exactly is needed to realize these next-generation systems? We believe that six conditions must
be met in order to realize 6G by 2030. Ultra-highspeed, high-capacity communication and significant coverage expansion are necessary to spread
high-speed networks to every corner of the globe.
Future experiences such as flying cars or space and
undersea travel will require an environment that enables the instantaneous exchange of vast amounts
of information regardless of the location, whether in
the sky, the sea, or outer space. Ultra-multi-connection and sensing is essential for realizing a communication environment that can connect an extremely
large number of devices in an era when all people
and things will be connected to each other. Ultra-low
power consumption and low cost are required for
us to focus not only on performance but also on
reducing environmental impact and contributing
to a sustainable society. Lastly, conditions such as

ultra-low latency and ultra-reliable communications
will also be important for expanding services into areas such as telemedicine and autonomous driving,
where human lives may be at stake. IOWN will be
indispensable to meet these six requirements.
On the other hand, it is also true that the expansion
of usage areas and the increasing complexity of
user needs make it difficult to provide a network
optimal for all individuals. To address this issue, we
are developing Cradio®, a multi-radio proactive control technology that enables people to enjoy a more
natural communication environment. By monitoring,
predicting, and controlling the communication
environment, this system will allow following of the
ever-changing user requirements and radio wave
conditions. Currently, we are conducting a series
of demonstration tests of automatic driving, remote
monitoring and control of agricultural machinery
between fields, aiming for practical application by
2030. We are getting closer to a natural communication environment.

CASE STUDY: Demonstration of User-tracking Metasurface Reflector
Because the radio waves used in 5G and 6G communications are highly linear, communication in environments with many obstructions, such as factories and offices,
has been a challenge. To address this issue, in 2021 we conducted a demonstration
to apply our technology to dynamically control the direction of reflection as the user
moves, to a metasurface reflector. We are furthering the demonstration in view of its
practical application as a tool to provide a high-speed communication environment
regardless of the presence or absence of obstructions.
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5_

Networks that Seamlessly Connect Land, Sea, Air and Space
Space Integrated Computing Network

The network created by IOWN will extend beyond
the Earth and into outer space. Space Integrated
Computing Network, which we are currently envisioning, will create an independent, decarbonized,
and self-sustainable infrastructure in space, unaffected by the Earthʼs environment. Through space
sensing, space data centers, and space radio access
network (RAN), we will integrate multiple orbits including high-altitude platform stations (HAPS) in the
stratosphere and satellites in low and geostationary
orbits, and connect them to the ground via an optical
wireless communication network, thereby creating a
completely new ICT infrastructure.
In the area of space sensing, we are collaborating
with JAXA on low earth orbit satellite MIMO technology to realize a large-scale sensing infrastructure
that collects IoT data not only in outer space but also
on Earth. The space data center, realized by low-power photonics-electronics convergence technology,
the core technology of IOWN, will be a computing
platform that can immediately aggregate and analyze

information. Through space RAN, we will provide
access services with mobile base stations using satellite (low and geostationary orbit) and high-altitude
communication platforms, which is expected as part
of 5G evolution and 6G. In the past, communication
infrastructure has sometimes been disconnected
due to disasters on the ground, but with Space Integrated Computing Network, literally everyone on
Earth will be able to connect instantly at any time.
Space ventures require particularly complex technologies that make it impossible for a single company to realize Space Integrated Computing Network.
That is why we are working with multiple partner
companies. In January 2022, we announced a collaborative initiative with Airbus and NTT DOCOMO
to achieve rapid commercialization of HAPS, and
in July 2022, established a joint venture known as
Space Compass with SKY Perfect JSAT for satellite
and control system management. Only through
co-creation can we realize a sustainable network
environment on an extraterrestrial scale.

CASE STUDY: Demonstration of Low Earth Orbit Satellite MIMO with JAXA
We have been conducting joint research with JAXA since 2020 toward the realization
of ultra-high-speed, large-capacity, and secure optical and wireless communication
infrastructure that seamlessly links the ground and outer space. The underlying
technology is the worldʼs first low earth orbit satellite MIMO that connects low earth
orbit satellites to devices on the ground. If we can transmit large amounts of data
over a wider area, it should be possible to utilize the data in a timely manner for applications such as for advance disaster prediction.
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IOWN Connects
Humans
with Nature

IOWN not only makes possible new services and
experiences, but also reduces the environmental
footprint of human activities to realize a sustainable
society. By harmoniously connecting nature and
humans, IOWN will present a new view of nature.

IOWN not only makes possible new services and
experiences, but also reduces the environmental
footprint of human activities to realize a sustainable
society. By harmoniously connecting nature and
humans, IOWN will present a new view of nature.
Climate change and other environmental problems
are becoming more serious every year, and their
impact on society and the economy is growing as
damage from natural disasters worsens in many
parts of the world. Since human economic activities
have damaged the environment, many countries are
now pursuing carbon neutrality and other initiatives
to harmonize human activities with that of nature. In
October 2020, the Japanese government revealed
its goal to reduce overall greenhouse gas emissions
to zero and reach carbon neutrality by 2050. Corporate activities must now be more environmentally
and socially responsible than ever before. In order to
build a business foundation for sustainable growth
while also addressing social issues, it is increasingly
important to incorporate ESG management principles that emphasize factors beyond the financial
bottom line such as the environment, social impact,
and corporate governance.
Technology has been thought of as something in opposition to nature, but the technology of the future
will need to be in harmony with nature. In September 2021, NTT Group formulated a new environmental energy vision, “NTT Green Innovation toward
2040,” with the aim of simultaneously achieving the
seemingly contradictory goals of zero environmental impact and economic growth by reducing the
environmental impact of our business activities and
creating breakthrough innovations. As part of this
vision, we set a medium-term goal of reducing NTT
Groupʼs overall greenhouse gas emissions by 80%
from the FY2013 level by FY2030. NTT Group will
strive for carbon neutrality in its mobile operations
and data centers by FY2030. Furthermore, as a long-

term goal, NTT Group as a whole aims to achieve
complete carbon neutrality in FY2040.
We have established two themes, “Green by ICT”
that contributes to reducing societyʼs environmental impact, and “Green of ICT” to curb NTTʼs own
environmental impact. For example, Green by ICT
promotes DX and remote activities, and reduces
environmental impact by optimizing supply chains
and energy. In addition, we are also developing
and testing innovative environmental energy technologies, such as CO2 conversion technology that
involves the reduction of CO2 levels in the ocean by
genome-editing algae and oceanic animals, lightning control and charge technology, and the development of optimization and control technology for
nuclear fusion reactors such as ITER. On the other
hand, “Green of ICT” entails the creation of systems
with low environmental impact through the expansion of renewable energy and the decentralization of
infrastructure into space.
The key to all of this is IOWN. The spread of IOWN,
which utilizes photonics-electronics convergence to
achieve ultra-low power consumption, will reduce
the environmental impact of society across all fields
and as a whole. It will support new infrastructure
such as the space integrated computing network,
which will form a decarbonized and self-sustaining
outer space infrastructure that is independent from
ground-based infrastructure, and provide ultra-energy efficient, ultra-high-speed, and highly secure
networks using optical technology. The realization of
IOWN is the realization of harmony between nature
and human beings. By bringing about a society with
low environmental impact, IOWN technology may
bring people closer to their natural selves.
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A Worldwide
IOWN
Network

NTT cannot achieve IOWN alone. This new
information infrastructure can only be realized
through co-creation with many partners, including
companies around the world. IOWN Global Forum is
growing beyond national borders, revealing the shape
of future co-creation.

NTT cannot achieve IOWN alone. This new information infrastructure can only be realized through
co-creation with many partners, including companies around the world. IOWN Global Forum is growing beyond national borders, revealing the shape of
future co-creation.
In January 2020, we launched the IOWN Global Forum (IOWN GF) with Sony and Intel, who support the
IOWN vision, in order to encourage collaboration with
experts in a wide range of research and technology
fields and global business partners. The IOWN vision
is an innovative initiative within the very broad field
of communication and computing. It is important not
only to develop underlying technologies, but also to
consider how these technologies can provide value,
by incorporating knowledge from a variety of fields.
After beginning to recruit members in March 2020,
the IOWN GF was joined by 93 organizations by
March 2022. Members span from IT industry participants such as Dell Technologies and Microsoft Corporation, telecommunications industry participants
such as Chunghwa Telecom, and an increasing number of industry participants that are actively seeking to
utilize IOWN, such as Toyota Motor Corporation. The
IOWN GF, which aims to build a diverse organization
to facilitate the expansion of IOWN, is led by directors
selected from 10 companies, including Fujitsu, Nokia,
and Microsoft Corporation, in addition to the three
companies that joined the IOWN GF at its inception.
The IOWN GF has started its activities by establishing
two working groups focusing on technology and use
cases. A steering committee has also been established to oversee and encourage discussion between
these working groups, in order to produce results
that are both innovative and have tangible value. In
2022, a new liaison working group was set up to liaise
with external organizations. Because this initiative
was started amid the COVID pandemic, all meetings
are conducted online. Unlike traditional international

organizations, the high frequency of discussions has
resulted in the release of a white paper in April 2020,
use case interim reports (February and June 2021), a
technology outlook report (April 2021), and Use Case
Release 1 (October 2021), as well as six reference
documents that were released in December 2021 in
accordance with IOWNʼs technology development
roadmap. The fact that such a number of use cases
and technical documents have been released in two
years since its inception is a testament to the active
discussions taking place within the IOWN GF.
The six reference documents are derived from the
functional structure of IOWN. For example, OpenAPN
and Data Centric Infrastructure (DCI) are related to
infrastructure, IOWN for Mobile Network (IMN) and
Fiber Sensing with Open APN are related to network
services, IOWN Data Hub (IDH) is common to both,
and Reference Implementation Model (RIM) for the
Area Management Security Use Case is a reference
implementation model for each use case. The IOWN
GF emphasizes the importance of updating the
architecture and methods by compiling a rough consensus in a short period of time and starting Proof
of Concept (PoC) and technology evaluation as soon
as possible, rather than focusing on completing the
document. The emphasis is on updating the architecture and methods. While utilizing such agile thinking,
we will work with IOWN GF members starting in 2022
on PoC and technical studies based on the published
documents.
The IOWN vision may sound like a technology that is
still a long way off, given its planned realization in the
year 2030, but various PoCs are already underway.
It is a project that extends beyond the framework of
companies, organizations, countries, and even the
planet. IOWN cannot be realized unless we gather
wisdom from around the globe and build a diverse
team. We will create the future together with many
others.
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Afterword

The Future is Near

NTT Group will do its utmost to promote R&D to

as “Self as I,” establishing a subjective individu-

realize the IOWN vision. If the IOWN-powered

al that transcends species. However, we cannot

networks and services described in this report

deny that this outlook has also accelerated the

are realized, our society will change dramati-

division of society. Indeed, we should respect

cally. Not only will high-speed, high-capacity,

the individual embodied in “Self as I,” but at the

low-latency networks enable us to enjoy com-

same time, need to embrace various perspec-

fortable experiences, but they may even change

tives and ways of thinking of the “Self as We,”

the way humanity views nature, and even our-

which seems at first to be contradictory. In an

selves.

age when our existence will be extended to

The technological shift that IOWN will bring

cyberspace in forms like digital twins, and when

about is symbolic of the changes humanity

families, friends, and communities are increas-

is undergoing in the 21st century̶from hu-

ingly dispersed, the meaning of being oneself

man-centric digital technology to technology

will also expand.

that allows us to recognize the Earth as it is and

As human beings living in the IOWN era, we

to see things naturally. The theme of the World

must pursue altruistic coexistence rather than

Economic Forum 2021 was the “Great Reset,”

only our own happiness. This means coexisting

a rethinking of all things social and economic;

with nature, realizing shared prosperity among

IOWN is exactly in sync with this theme.

different cultures, and maximizing the well-be-

As IOWN connects various people, organisms,

ing of each of person in relation to others. In

objects, and information, we as human beings

order to ensure the continued happiness of

will live with a greater awareness of our con-

humankind, all living things, and the Earth, we

nections with others. In the past, human beings

at NTT Group will continue to take on the chal-

have often lived with particular value placed on

lenge of overcoming limitations through innova-

the individual, an outlook that can be expressed

tion.
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Computing
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Zero Environmental Impact

6_

Basic Research

97 Steps on
the Road to IOWN
We are already hard at work on numerous initiatives connected to the
realization of IOWN. These 97 examples in six categories were exhibited at
the NTT R&D Forum Road to IOWN 2021, and show how the IOWN vision is
on its way to becoming reality.
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Networks

1_

This theme introduces the IOWN optical / wireless network and advanced control and
operation technologies that support Smart World to create new value by converging mobile
and fixed communications.

[N01]

Space integrated computing network for a sustainable society
Using IOWN, we can break through the limits in space utilization

[N02]

Delay-adjustment technology to revolutionize gaming UX
Achieving fairness in Esports tournaments between locations

[N03]

On-demand photonic connection and ultra-low latency video synthesis
for multiple points
Wideband and ultra-low latency IOWN offers high presence communication

[N04]

All-photonics network transport technology with a variety of optical paths
Create a diverse Customer Experience with Flexible optical paths

[N05]

Photonics and electronics devices for IOWN APN
Advanced devices for high-speed high-capacity optical path

[N06]

Optical access network based on concatenated loop topology
Flexibly meets demands with new optical access networks

[N07]

Low delay remote robot operation by jitter control technology
Realizes Natural Control of The Avatar Robot OriHime-D
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[N08]

Fixed and mobile converged network for end-to-end, straight forwarding services
Simple, flexible, advanced and secure network services from anywhere

[N09]

Cooperative infrastructure platform for cyber-physical fusion
Safe and precise control of industrial robot vehicles

[N10]

Vpn gateway node for fixed-mobile convergence
Providing cost effective, low power consumption VPN connectivity

[N11]

Extreme NaaS for comfortable quality of end-end communication
Network for extreme requirements of applications

[N12]

Cognitive Foundation for rapid provisioning and operation
Optimal placement and unified operation of ICT resources

[N13]

[5Ge&6G powered by IOWN] Coverage enhancement technologies
Coverage enhancement technologies ̶ RIS, Pinching antenna etc. ̶

[N14]

5G Open RAN Ecosystem (OREC)
OREC enables diverse companies to deploy flexible network

[N15]

Optical fiber environmental monitoring
We use environment information from optical fiber network.
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[N16]

Maintenance technology for underground concrete structures
Maintenance costs are reduced by optimizing the inspection cycle

[N17]

Disaster recovery plan generation technology for network facilities
Automatically formulate facility recovery plans in the event of a disaster

[N18]

Traffic-monitoring system for 100-Gbps network with HWA
Monitor multiple services on 100-Gbps network with one unit

[N19]

Low-latency codec-free/protocol-free transport technology
Achieves low-latency transport by skipping codec/protocol

[N20]

Underwater acoustic MIMO transmission technology
Underwater high-definition video transmission

[N21]

OAM-MIMO multiplexing transmission technology
Terabit-class wireless transmission for beyond 5G

[N22]

AIOps-GW technology to watch over AI
Expand target of Zero-Touch-Operation by safely incorporating AI

[N23]

Self-evolving operation that autonomously adapts to environmental
changes
Achieve full zero-touch operation through AI-driven operation
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[N24]

Proactive maintenance and operation for fast recovery
Reduce recovery processing time by estimating failure points

[N25]

Free viewpoint video: volumetric video streaming
High-quality volumetric video streaming in consumer access network

[N26]

Mintent (Intent AI mediator)
Increase engagement with intent-driven services

[N27]

NTN and HAPS simulator for extreme coverage extension
Extend coverage to areas where radio waves have not reached

[N28]

Millimeter-wave BS cooperation for multiple MSs in high-mobility
environments
BS cooperation can achieve stably higher throughput for multiple MSs

[N29]

Comfortable 5G networks achieved by AI
Providing comfortable 5G networks by automated network operations

[N30]

Evolution of transport network for 5G services
Contribute to the advancement of 5G services using network slicing

UI/UX Devices

2_

This theme introduces technologies creating value in the form of new experiences maximizing human capabilities through physical, psychological, and social interactions based
on seamless connections between the real and cyber worlds.
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[U01]

Bidirectional transmission system of vibrotactile signals
Remote communication using audio, video, and vibration

[U02]

Personalized Sound Zone
Delivering select sounds to those who want to hear

[U03]

Spatial AR Service production tools for Developers
It enables short term and low cost development of Spatial AR services

[U04]

New UI/UX created by IOWN
Realization of a recipient value-oriented experience by fusion of real and cyber space

[U05]

Hyperspectral imaging with a metalens and AI
Capture spectral information in real time with a simple camera

[U06]

Ultra-low latency video processing technology at the video signal level
Enables low-latency cheering to be delivered to players from remote locations

[U07]

Zero latency media technology
Enables seamless remote control even with latency

[U08]

Lifelike communication technology
Achieve online communication that feels like offline
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[U09]

Emotion modeling and control method
Understand, estimate, and control peopleʼs emotions

[U10]

Behavior-change techniques by understanding individual
For supporting people to achieve goals without difficulty

[U11]

Cybernetics technology to augment motor skills
Augmenting motor skills based on other personsʼ motor skills

[U12]

Low-latency 3D video chat system
Providing low-latency 3D video chat with web technology

[U13]

Holding an event in virtual space
Development of Virtual Event Platform

Security
This theme introduces new security technologies that take advantage of the unique fea-
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tures of IOWN to realize Smart World and create diverse social value.

[S01]

Secure optical transport network for quantum computer era/age
Optical transport with security against quantum computer

[S02]

Utilizing of data to accelerate the distribution of information
Creating value by securely using diverse social information
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[S03]

Functional cryptographic technology for user-centric data distribution
Secure and reliable society by protecting data holderʼs ownership

[S04]

Security transparency assurance technology to make trusted network
Ensure transparency of devices throughout the supply chain

[S05]

Privacy-Preserving Synthetic Data Generation
Utilizing personal data by generating similar synthetic data

[S06]

IoT authentication and authorization/key management technology
Securely use any IoT device to create a diversity of value

[S07]

Technology for suppressing the spread of mis/disinformation
Keeping SNS users from being exposed to mis/disinformation

Computing
This theme introduces IOWN computing technologies, digital twin computing creating new
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value, the latest AI technologies, and initiatives accelerating digital transformation.

[C01]

Traffic optimization technologies through changes in human behavior
Future world with traffic optimization technologies by NTT DoCoMo

[C02]

Co-simulation of natural environment and human society
Forecasting the future of human-environmental interactions
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[C03]

Another Me®: Coexisting and growing with ourselves
Your autonomous alter ego to expand your opportunities.

[C04]

Whitebox-server provides efficient video AI in smart cities
Improve power efficiency with efficient use of accelerators

[C05]

Initiatives to implement the 4D digital platform®
Provides integrated and accurate sensing data in real time

[C06]

Conversational system with visual understanding
Enjoy scenery on the move with conversational robot

[C07]

Next generation media processing AI: MediaGnosis™
Understand multimodal information in real time

[C08]

Signal-free mobility by distributed learning
Real-time traffic coordination overall city via vehicleʼs communication

[C09]

Ultra-HD video AI inference engine
Detect a wide range of objects with one camera in real time

[C10]

Tanagram™
It streamlines operations by automating vast amounts of work about planogram
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[C11]

Lifestyle co-creation lab and innovation co-creation platform
We create new lifestyles and technology platform by field trials

[C12]

Demonstration of next-generation houses using AI and IoT
Enriching our lives through the use of AI and IoT

[C13]

Let’s get started the DX with natural language processing
AI and GUI application that can be easily used for the DX.

[C14]

Network optimization with integrated data analysis platform
Providing high-quality mobile networks by using big data

[C15]

AI for 3x3 highlight video creation
Supporting to generate highlight video of 3x3 game with AI

[C16]

AI for language education
Support language learning with automatic AI scoring

[C17]

Lane-based traffic-jam detection for navigation technology
Traffic optimization by detecting traffic jams with dashcams

[C18]

Calculating efficient scenario of air-conditioning system
Realizing comfortable space with energy saving air-conditioning
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[C19]

Customer-behavior recognition & demand prediction in stores
Our technology improves store operations and increases sales

[C20]

Facial expression and gesture transformation to convey emotions
Making it easier to understand the other personʼs emotions

[C21]

Digital social capital platform
Evaluate diverse individualities to enhance activities online

[C22]

Collaboration between Toyota and NTT
Creating infrastructure for future connected vehicles

[C23]

DX of agricultural product distribution
Streamline the trading mechanisms and logistics

[C24]

Dialog visualization analysis technology and ForeSight Voice Mining®
Supports efficient call analysis in the contact center

[C25]

Future society exploring engine
Visualize the future of society by human activity simulation

[C26]

Three dimensional scene understanding in 4D digital platform®
Cost-effective approach for real-world digitization in high precision
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[C27]

Human behavior understanding technology for improving CX/EX
Visualize human behavior and promote better CX/EX

[C28]

Perceptual-stimulus feedback using individual perceptual models
Personalize sound-environmental factors for your concentration

[C29]

Point cloud compression for 4D digital platform®
Save 3D data compactly and take out it freely

[C30]

Behavioral analysis technology for traffic and purchase data
Regional revitalization by data analysis

[C31]

Next-generation data hub for highly efficient and secure data sharing
Make utilization of data across organizations safe and convenient

[C32]

Test activity analysis by short-term repetitive feedback
Improving testing efficiency by analyzing test activities

Zero Environmental Impact
“Beyond our planet, Beyond our future.” The perspective of space is key to transforming
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the future of our global environment. This theme introduces innovative environmental and
energy technologies contributing to the regeneration of the global environment for sustainable and inclusive societies of the future.

[E01]

Environmental regeneration and adaptation technologies
Constructing a society that can adapt to the future global environment
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[E02]

Global environmental futures forecasting technology
Forecasting regenerative futures for earth from space

[E03]

Technology for removing asbestos using high power laser
Reducing health risk for workers by preventing asbestos scattering

[E04]

Lightning control and charging technology
Protects cities from lightning strikes with lightning-proof drones

[E05]

Space photovoltaic power generation technology
Solar energy can be stably utilized 24 hours a day, 365 days a year

Basic Research
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This theme outlines the basic research that contributes to the IOWN concept including
research and development of innovative information processing technology, advanced
device / photonics technology, and biotechnology and medical care.

[B01]

Three-dimensional structuring of biocompatible hydrogel films
Manipulation of flexible and biocompatible gel structure on a chip

[B02]

The Cardiovascular Bio Digital Twin
Precision Cardiology Through Autonomous Therapeutics

[B03]

Fivery™ — Virus inactivation by UV fiber transmission
Efficient UV delivery by optical fiber to prevent infections
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[B04]

An opto-mechanical device with extremely low light energy loss
We aim to develop energy-saving optical devices using acoustic waves

[B05]

Realization of spike firing dynamics with photonic artificial neuron
Toward a new neuromorphic computing

[B06]

Signal processing for electrocardiogram and body sounds
Heart health monitoring with advanced signal processing

[B07]

Smart photonics
Study of manufacturing for high-performance optical devices

[B08]

Medical and healthcare vision: Realization of Bio Digital Twin
A healthy and hopeful “Medical and Healthcare Future”

[B09]

Optical lattice clock (OLC) network technology
Stable time synchronization and chronometric leveling

[B10]

Quantum nature of coherent Ising machines(CIM)
New computational principle by crossing quantum-classical boundary
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